Influence of vascular porosity on fluid flow and nutrient transport in loaded cortical bone.
Load-induced fluid flow is a key factor in triggering bone modeling and remodeling processes that maintain bone mass and architecture. To provide an enhanced understanding of fluid flow in bone, unique computational models of a tibial section were developed. The purpose of the study was to examine the effects of incorporating vascular porosity on pore fluid pressure and resulting lacunocanalicular flow and to determine the role of load-induced fluid flow in tracer transport. Simulations revealed large local pressure gradients surrounding the vascular canals that were dependent on the magnitude and state (i.e., compressive or tensile) of the stress. Fluid velocity magnitudes were increased by over an order of magnitude in the dual-porosity model, relative to the single-porosity model. Fluid flow had a marked effect on tracer perfusion within the cortex. After 10 loading cycles, a 9-fold increase in tracer concentration, relative to diffusion alone, was observed in the compressive region where fluid exchange was greatest between the lacunocanalicular porosity and the vascular canals. Agreement was achieved between computational results and experimental investigations of electrokinetic phenomenon, tracer transport, cellular stimulation, and functional adaptation. The models produced substantial improvements in bone fluid flow simulation and underscored the significance of incorporating vascular porosity in models designed to quantify fluid pressure and flow characteristics within mechanically loaded cortical bone.